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Introduction

Events provide a great opportunity for your sales team to get face-time with potential 
leads. Each three-minute conversation gives your sales rep a powerful window to build 
trust and establish a personal connection with a prospective customer. With the most 
successful events attracting many such prospects, it is easy to see why events are still  
one of the most popular sales and marketing vehicles on offer.

Getting the best long-term ROI from events is generally not something that sales will  
be inclined to focus on. We tend to spend time and money on finding the right events,  
and on making our booth zing with beautiful graphics, alluring games, and creatively 
branded give-aways. Then, we usually line up one of the following two sales approaches: 

1. The draw in and pitch approach 
This is where you train your sales guys to draw passers-by into the booth for a sales pitch. 
Do as many pitches as you can, leave the event floor with ten or twenty leads, pats on 
backs all-round and the event is deemed a massive success.

2. The collect names approach 
Build your list with a business card drop or a QR code, so you’ve got a long list of targets  
to send an email-drop to after the event.

Unfortunately, both of these approaches are problematic. Direct selling at events is just 
not as effective as it used to be. People are time-poor and attention-poor, and when  
they attend events, it is usually to gather ideas and find information from all corners  
of the event floor. They might give you a minute or two of their time, but it definitely 
won’t be long enough for you to make a big impression.

Similarly, collecting names via a business card draw or using QR code technology alone 
will result in a long and seemingly homogeneous-looking list of leads that you’ll have  
no option but to blanket sell to, after the event.

So how do you get true ROI from your event participation? By not just focusing on the 
event itself, but to think about what happens next. With a bit of planning, you can  
effectively engage and segment leads during the course of your event, so you can contact 
them afterwards with relevant, personalised information and offers from the minute  
they step off the event floor. This means you’ll be able to effectively follow-up sales-ready 
leads, as well as nurture those with long-term potential.

This Ultimate guide to converting event leads to sales is your step-by-step plan for getting 
the best possible ROI from your event investment.
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The four steps to converting event leads to sales

Congratulations on choosing the right event. The first  
action item on your list should be your lead gathering  
and segmentation plan – which is pretty much as it  
sounds – a plan to gather and segment your leads  
at the event.

How to gather data effectively

Collecting data in an efficient and accurate way is crucial  
to getting an ROI on your event investment, and there  
are two main ways to do this: low-fi, and hi-fi. You  
might run a low-fi business card collection competition,  
for example, to encourage more leads than you might

otherwise get. But most large-scale events also provide  
a more hi-fi lead scanning technology, which lets you  
scan attendees’ badges. The event organisers will  
provide you with your scanned leads shortly after 
the exhibition is over. This means you can access and  
download the CSV file and upload it to your own CRM  
system pretty quickly. Some scanner applications will  
even let your salespeople add notes to the scanned lead  
profile in real-time. If the latter isn’t the case, remember  
to find a way to make and attach notes to every contact  
that salespeople speak to.

While this step takes care of the data gathering piece  
nicely, it is only half the story. At the end of the day,  
without the context of your face-to-face interaction,  
all you will have is a big list of names. 

Segmentation planning

Segmenting your leads takes a bit of pre-event planning,  
as well as a some attention during the event to ensure  
you’re recording the kind of lead you’re collecting. Was  
the person you were speaking to a super-engaged lead?  
Did they have an immediate need for your offering?  
Did they fit the profile of your ideal customer? Was it  
a prospect who simply dropped their business card  
into a vase to get the free iPad? Or did a current customer  
come up for a chat and enter his business card into  
the pot? The more you think about these questions,  
the more you can see the need for segmenting your  
follow-up approach. Before the event, decide on your  
most ideal lead segmentation framework.

Step 1: Gather and segment your leads
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How to segment

Here is a simple example of how one of our exhibitors segments and names their lead lists.

Everyone will segment leads differently, but you’ll get the best results if you segment according to the lead’s buyer profile and buying readiness. And of course, it’s a great idea to include 
customers as a stage in your buyer readiness too, to avoid any confusion (or embarrassment) at the follow-up stage.

Much of how you do this depends on how segmented your marketing communications are already, for example, you may want to take this a step further and segment into buyer persona 
groups as well. You need to record all the information that you require to make relevant and personalised follow-ups after the event.

Finally, we recommend taking an extra step of assigning the lead to the salesperson they spoke to at the event. This is to ensure that the follow-up communications come from the same 
contact who engaged face-to-face with the prospect to begin with, helping the relationship to form more naturally.

Lead type Description

Competition entry Leads who have dropped their business card into the draw, but we have yet to identify a) whether they meet the profile and b) whether they are engaged  
 with our company or offering.

Contact Leads who have engaged with us, but we have yet to identify whether they fit our buying profile. 

Prospect Lead is engaged and fits the target profile.

Sales Qualified Lead (SQL) Lead is engaged, fits the profile and is sales-ready. A potential opportunity.

Customer A current customer, may have visited us to show support, or placed their business card in the draw.
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Be quick
If there is one thing we know about event follow-ups, it is that you should  

do it quickly. At a busy event, the prospect has likely engaged with many different vendors.  
So as soon as you can get your hands on your leads and have them segmented into their 
lead types, you should reach out to them again. There are a few things you can do to speed  
up the process and increase your success rate.

Create a relevant offer in advance of the event
So what kind of offer should it be? This depends pretty much on who  

you’re speaking to. Your email follow-ups should serve a specific purpose: to show  
the prospect you have something that is valuable and relevant to them. This is where  
your segmentation work comes in. Knowing who you’re speaking to, how engaged  
they are, and what buying stage they’re at will help you to craft an offer that  
is of most value. At a time when prospects will be receiving a raft of template offers  
that are irrelevant to them, a strong, and personalised offer will help you stand  
out from the crowd.

Let’s look at some examples using our lead types from the previous section. You’ve  
got a list of contacts – engaged prospects who fit the buying profile, but are not  
necessarily ready to buy right now. These guys could benefit from a valuable content  
offer, like a buying guide, analyst report that helps compare options, or ebook that  
helps them determine the best time or way to implement your product and what  
to watch out for.

If you have an SQL on the other hand – that is, an engaged, profile-matched,  
buyer-ready prospect – they might be more interested in a face-to-face product  
demonstration, product fact sheets, a features comparison or industry-relevant  
case study.

Step 2: Re-engage with your new leads quickly and cleverly

Whatever your offer, it must be relevant to their profile and buyer stage, and you want the email 
only to achieve that one next step that makes sense for them. Trying to move the prospect from 
a 3-minute event-floor conversation to a sales demonstration when they are early in their buying 
process is not going to fly. Helping them move to the next stage in their buyer journey is.

The trick here is to pre-plan, draft and approve all of your email offers for each segmented market.  
Use your planning time before the event to really think about what each group will value, how 
they’d like to be addressed and what you could offer to help them right now. And don’t forget  
to use all the usual tips and tricks of best-practice email marketing.

Did you know? 

35 – 50% of sales  

go to the vendor that  

responds first.  

[Source: insidesales.com]
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Personalise the email
Your segmentation planning has helped you to create  

a valuable offer for your list of prospects. You can also use personalisation  
to make the interaction more relevant and memorable to the prospect. 
At the very least, you should use personalisation functions in your 
email software to address prospects by their first name, mention their 
company name and possibly even mention the time you spoke. You 
can arrange for the email sender to be the salesperson who spoke  
to the prospect, and if you’re clever, you can reference a specific goal 
they mentioned in your conversation. All of this serves to make the 
customer feel individual, heard and not part of a mass sales drive.

Remember, if you want to personalise to a sophisticated extent,  
you’ll need to map out what information you’ll need to record about  
the prospect back at the segmentation stage. For example, if you  
want to mention the time you spoke, you’ll need to record this at  
the event and include it in your CRM against that prospect’s name, 
before you can include it in your email.
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Step 3: Nurture your leads

Did you know? 

50% of leads who are 

qualified to buy 

are not ready to 

purchase immediately. 

[Source: Gleanster Research]

If you’ve arrived at this point, you’re in a great spot. You’ve been  
strategic about planning your lead collection and segmentation, 
and you’ve already sent out some relevant, personalised emails 
to all leads in your database. Impressive.

Now what?

Well, some of your leads might be ready to go to a sales meeting, 
quote or a demo with you. But there will be many more who are 
not quite there yet. Yet.

So what do you do with these leads? You know that calling a non 
sales-ready lead stands a bigger chance of bugging them than moving 
them along. So why not instead create a program using content, that 
gives them the appropriate time and information they need to make  
a buying decision?

Lead nurturing is a systemised marketing technique. It is, at its core,  
an automated series of emails that you can send to an early-stage lead  
to help move them further along the buyer journey and pre-qualify them  
for sales. It is all about sending timely and relevant content that helps  
you build relationships with these prospects over time.

So what are the key steps you need to take to set up an effective  
nurture program?

Did you know? 
Lead nurturing emails get 4-10 times the response rate compared  
to standalone email blasts. 
[Source: SilverPop/DemandGen Report]
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1. Choose which lead nurturing tools you’re going to need

Good lead nurturing set-up and measurement relies on marketing automation software. This kind of software enables you to set up ‘what happens next’ scenarios. For example, ‘if prospect  
clicks this, then we offer that’. It means you can tailor the nurture much more closely to your prospect’s needs.

You can still nurture without automation software, but your options are limited to creating drip-based blasts that don’t really take into account a prospect’s behaviour or their timing preferences  
in choosing their next stage. A drip campaign is most certainly better than nothing, and also streaks ahead of a one-off email. It’s just not quite as sophisticated or behaviourally triggered  
as nurturing through an automation tool.

Decide which lead nurturing 
tools you’re going to need

Create lead nurturing goals

Understand your audience

Try to use content you already have

Add your timings

Measure and optimise

Six steps to effective lead nurture

Here we’ll outline the six key steps you need to set up a nurture campaign for your event leads. Follow these simple steps, and you’ll have your event leads moving through your nurture 
sequence while you sleep.
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2. Create lead nurturing goals

So you’ve decided what tools you’re using. Now you’ve to choose an audience and set  
 your goals. To use our previous example, you might choose to set up a nurture campaign 
for your contact list – leads who have engaged and fit your profile, but who are not yet 
confirmed to be buyer-ready.

So what should your goal look like? Well, as with all marketing goals, your goal should be 
SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and time-based. Here is a good example:

GOAL: Nurture 25% of event contact list into prospect stage within six months  
of the event.

 3. Understand your audience

To be able to help your contact list move to their next buyer stage, you’ll need  
to understand what they need from you. It would be fair to say, for example, that  
if your target list is engaged and interested in your solution, that they are currently 
evaluating solutions to their problems. This means that they understand your solution 
could solve their problem, and they are trying to determine whether you are the best fit.

To think about the kind of content that would help them in this stage, it helps to think 
about how sales would manage this in face-to-face interactions. They might try to 
demonstrate the product, discuss a similar customer case study that demonstrates  
a track record, deliver data sheets or answer questions (FAQs) or perhaps even provide 
an analyst report that favours your offering.

Content nurtures are no different – they are simply the content versions of these 
conversations. Like an automated call and response interaction: if prospect does this, 
send them that. Here are just some examples of the kinds of real-life rules you could  
set up in your nurture campaign:

If prospect comes from [Finance] industry, send them [Finance] case study. 
If prospect is from [Health] industry, send them [Health] case study. 
If prospect is not from [Health] or [Finance] industry, send them [Generic] case study. 
If prospect clicks and opens case study, send them invitation to product webinar. 
If prospect registers for product webinar and downloads case study, invite  
to personalised product demo. If prospect does not register for product webinar, 
send them demo video.

Identify your paths, but if you’ve not done this before, keep it simple. Just spend a bit  
of time figuring out the logic of your segmented lists for a three or four email journey.

The wonderful thing about nurtures is that you can build them out further once you’ve 
started, so don’t over complicate things initially.
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4. Try to use content  
you already have

The more content you already have available, the more 
responsive you can be. And with event leads, you have  
more flexibility. You could share content that is specific  
to the event, such as your own speaker slides, a list  
of findings you gathered from the event and more.

But, the point here is, if you have content already created,  
use it. Especially if those bits of content have been successful  
at converting leads in the past. Just because you’re sick  
of seeing it doesn’t mean it doesn’t work anymore. Your  
nurture program is the perfect way to assess just how  
well your current assets are working for you.

5. Add your timings

Think about your product’s natural sales cycle to determine 
nurture timings. You’ll typically send three or four emails 
during a nurture campaign, so you might want to space 
these emails out to be weekly, monthly or even quarterly, 
depending on how long your whole sales cycle is. For 
example, if your sales cycle takes six months, you might 
want to peg your emails at the 1-day, 1-month, 3-month 
and 5-month marks.

Patience is key here. This is all about helping the prospect  
come to a natural decision, rather than making an instant sale.

6. Measure and optimise

The final step in your nurture program is to make sure  
you’re accurately tracking and measuring the impact  
of your emails. You need to make sure you know what’s 
working and what’s not. There are a few ways to do this.

Firstly, you should put desired metrics in for each email to 
test the strength of the offer and subject line within each 
email, e.g. how many you’d like to be actioned from each 
stage. Are you meeting the desired metrics? Where are the 
leads dropping off? Which piece of content isn’t working?

As with all email marketing, you can a/b test your subject 
lines for better open rates, and you can even a/b test your 
content offers to test the impact on the response, or the 
timing of the response.

Whatever you test, make sure you design metrics for what 
you want each email to do, and keep tweaking your activity 
until you’re reaching those results.
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One of the most crucial steps in creating successful nurture campaigns, 
is ensuring marketing and sales agree on some ground rules. Not having 
an agreement on who does what and when results in misalignment, 
misunderstandings and ultimately valuable leads will fall through the cracks.

An aligned sales and marketing team will work towards common goals and  
will be very clear on what to expect of themselves and each other. For example,  
if the goal is to generate $750,000 of sales from attendance at an event,  
you can create a plan as to how sales and marketing will each contribute  
to the achievement of this goal.

So what are the kinds of things you need to have agreement on?

Step 4: The sales and marketing handshake
1. Goals: A shared goal sets very clear expectations about what you want to achieve. It also forms 
the basis for a collaborative approach. Again, make sure it’s a SMART goal to ensure everyone  
is clear and onboard.

2. Lead category: What constitutes a lead? How would you describe a contact? Whatever  
it is you’re calling your lead categories or stages, you need to make sure sales and marketing both 
have the same end of the stick. This includes definitions of a marketing-qualified lead (MQL)  
and a sales-qualified lead (SQL). That is, what demographic and behavioural criteria have  
to be met for a lead to become ready to hand over to sales? This piece is especially important  
to ensure that marketing is delivering exactly what they promise to sales (no tyre-kickers  
thank you), and sales has no excuse not to capitalise on the opportunity.

3. Lead handovers: What will be the trigger that takes leads from marketing’s responsibility 
into sales? Will it be an automated workflow switch based on a certain lead score? How will 
marketing notify the sales team? How will the sales team pass a lead back to marketing and 
where in the cycle should they be put?

4. Sales process: Once a marketing-qualified lead is handed over to sales, sales will need to have 
a finely tuned plan for managing the opportunity. Certain deal-stages will need to be defined 
(e.g. demo scheduled, decision-maker brought in, contract sent, closed/won). The tasks that 
should always be completed and the acceptable timing between tasks should be outlined  
and committed to by the sales team, e.g. contract sent within 48 hours of prospect request.  
All sales actions must be recorded in the CRM for clear tracking.

5. Agreed KPIs: The last part of a marketing and sales SLA are Key Performance Indicators that 
are based on your original goals, e.g. marketing agrees to deliver 5 marketing-qualified leads  
(or Prospects) per month in the first six months after the event. Sales agrees to turn 1 of these  
5 leads into a closed customer. Average deal size is $150,000, which means that the target  
of $750,000 will be achieved and exceeded if SLA is upheld.

Lastly, your SLA should be something you continually meet to check in on. Maybe your lead 
conversion ratio is 2 to 5, not 1 to 5. Why not increase it in your agreement for your next event? 
Use your first version to set a baseline, but then challenge yourselves to seek out opportunities 
for improvement and try for bigger goals. As long as both sides live up to their end of the deal, 
the sky’s the limit.
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Conclusion
Events are such a great way of getting an initial face-to-face interaction 
with the right people and coming across sales-ready leads. But in many 
cases, they introduce you to prospects who are just at the beginning  
of their decision making process and their relationship with you. Don’t  
give them away to competitors. Take a segmented, personalised and  
nurturing approach to lead management after your event to improve  
your ROI, and pip your competitors to the post.

Discover the possibilities 
at CeMAT Australia. 
12 – 14 July 2016 
Request a prospectus
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